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Dear Colleagues, 
 
Let me briefly introduce myself.  
 
I graduated with a degree in Engineering from Moscow University “STANKIN” in 1996. Since 
1997 I joined tobacco industry in Armenia. 
 
From 2004 I started my career in British American Tobacco Russia and held various roles in 

engineering at BAT-Yava factory in Moscow. In 2007 I moved to BAT-SPb factory in St. 

Petersburg as a Chief Engineer where I had a chance to design and develop the factory 

infrastructure projects. Since 2012 I held the role of Global Technology Manager in London 

Headquarter of the company where was responsible for strategy development and roll-out for 

cigarette making technologies and innovation projects. In 2015 I returned to Russia as Factory 

Manager at BAT-STF in Saratov. From 2016 I was appointed as Factory Manager to BAT-SPb 

factory, one of the most innovative and modern sites in BAT Group.  

As a Factory Manager I had the opportunity to learn the core issues that businesses from the 
FMCG facing on a daily basis. My experience goes beyond purely production nature and covers 
various financial, operational and strategic matters. My field of professional interests also relates 
to lean manufacturing, energy efficiency and resource management, industrial innovations, 
waste management, and a variety of other issues that are relevant to industrial companies 
today. So, I would be truly pleased to share all the above experience with SPIBA members. 
 
If elected to the Executive Committee, I see my key objectives as follows: 
1. To help SPIBA members to tackle business issues that they face on a day-to-day basis;  
2. Keep track of regulatory, technological and other trends and issues that both affect 
industrial businesses today and tomorrow; 
3. Bring the benefits of my contacts and established relationships in business and other 
communities to fulfil the above; 
4. Develop further relationships with the state authorities at Regional and Federal levels.  
 
I believe I am an individual who can help to provide complex clarity through today's business 
environment disrupted by many challenges. I look forward to share my best engineering and 
business expertise, as well as my enthusiasm, drive and passion, to SPIBA's further success. 
 
Thank you very much for your consideration. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

Amazasp 


